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Summary

In this study, we have performed a model-measurement comparison based on the sea-

sonal distribution of the equivalent length ((). This diagnostic provides a way to quantify

mixing in the stratosphere from the distribution of long-lived tracers.

\_% choose N20 measurements from UARS CLAES as our comparison benchmark and

compare it with N20 CTM simulations advected by GCM winds (MACCM2 and GSFC

SKYHI) and assimilated winds (GEOS DAS). Important dynamical features, such as polar

vortices and surf zone, are identified in both the measurements and model simulations.

Differences among the models are shown with regard to the details in structure and

evolution of isentropic tracer transport barriers, as identified by the low value of equivalent

length. High equivalent length in the summer hemispheres is unanimously observed in

both the measurements and the models.

Artificial tracer experiments are conducted with the GEOS DAS winds. Comparison

between this artificial tracer run and N20 run reveals some difference in their equivalent

length distribution. The implication of these differences are discussed.
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Abstract.

We evaluate transport processes in the extratropical lower stratosphere for both

models and measurements with the help of equivalent length diagnostic from the modified

Lagrangian-mean (MLM) analysis. This diagnostic is used to compare measurements of

long-lived tracers made by the Cryogenic Limb Array Etalon Spectrometer (CLAES) on

the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) with simulated tracers. Simulations

are produced in Chemical and Transport Models (CTMs), in which meteorological

fields are taken from the Goddard Earth Observing System Data Assimilation System

(GEOS DAS), the Middle Atmosphere Community Climate Model (MACCM2), and

the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) "SKYHI" model, respectively.

Time series of isentropic equivalent length show that these models are able to capture

major mixing and transport properties observed by CLAES, such as the formation and

destruction of polar barriers, the presence of surf zones in both hemispheres. Differences

between each model simulation and the observation are examined in light of model

performance. Among these differences, only the simulation driven by GEOS DAS shows

one case of the "top-down" destruction of the Antarctic polar vortex, as observed in

the CLAES data. Additional experiments of isentropic advection of artificial tracer by

GEOS DAS winds suggest that diabatic movement might, have considerable contribution

to the equivalent length field in the 3D CTM diagnostics.
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1. Introduction

The mixing and transport properties of the stratosphere, particularly those of the

lower to middle stratosphere, have been the focus of intensive scientific attention recently.

Over the past two decades, a large database of global measurements of atmospheric

constituents in the stratosphere has been accumulated, and General Circulation lk.lodels

(GCMs) and Chemical Transport Models (CTMs) have been developed with emphasis

on the stratosphere. Furthermore, data assimilation provides meteorological fields that

represent the stratosphere realistically and satisfy the equations of motion by combining

measurements with a GCM.

The expansion of the stratospheric database and the large quantities of output

from model simulations stimulate the need for more quantitative diagnostic tools. Tile

recently developed modified Lagrangian-mean (_{L_I) [Nakamura, 1995, 1998; Haynes

and Shuekburgh, 2000a] technique provides such a tool. This diagnostic generalizes

the idea of the area coordinate proposed by Butchart and Remsberg [1986], and can

be applied to all stratospheric tracers with a monotonic pole-to-equator trend in its

zonal-mean distribution. The essential idea of MLM diagnostic is the substitution of

geographic latitude with the equivalent latitude, which quantifies the area enclosed by

tracer contours. The equivalent latitude thus defined resembles the usual latitude except

when strong zonal asymmetry develops. When mapping a long-lived stratospheric

tracer onto a two-dimensional meridional cross section, the equivalent latitude excels

over geographic latitude by providing a meridional coordinate that is transparent to the
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reversible tracer variation over isentropic surfaces.

Another advantage of the MLM diagnostic is its precise representation of effective

diffusivity with the isentropic equivalent length [Nakamura, 1995]. Unlike the traditional

counterpart I(yy in the transformed Eulerian-mean (TEM) model, this equivalent length

provides an objective measure of the scrambledness of a tracer contour. It can be

calculated directly from a snapshot of the global tracer distribution without knowledge

of the wind field [Nakamura, 1998]. Recently Haynes and Shuckburgh [2000a, 2000b]

and Allen and Nakamura [2001] have extended the application of equivalent length (or

effective diffusivity) to a.n artificial tracer advected by assimilated winds, and derive

mixing and transport properties of the atmosphere from the equivalent length of such

artificial tracer.

The vast database of global tracer distribution accumulated from satellite

measurements and the tracer simulations produced from various models provide an

opportunity to test and apply the MLM diagnostic. In the past, MLM diagnostic have

been applied to N20 from Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) SKYHI

GCM [Nakamura, 1995], and Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) Cryogenic

Limb Array Etalon Spectrometer (CLAES) [Nakamura and Ma, 1997] (hereafter

NM97), an artificial tracer advected by European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasting (ECM\VF) wind [Haynes and Cohuckburgh, 2000a, 2000b], and an artificial

tracer advected by winds from United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMO) [Allen

and Nakamura, submitted]. In this paper, we focus on the use of the MLM diagnostic as

an assessment of 3D CTMs. We choose long-lived tracers from the following models for
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this study: a CTM driven by winds from the Goddard Earth Observing System Data

Assimilation System (GEOS DAS) [Douglass et al., 1997]; a CTM driven by the output

from tile Middle Atmosphere Community Climate Model (MACCM2) [Boville, 1995];

and the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL SKYHI) GCM [Hamilton ct

al., 1995].

Different data sets have different advantages and disadvantages. Satellite

measurements, such as UARS CLAES, provide realistic data distribution but with

relatively low resolution and limited spatial and temporal coverage. Tracers simulated

within a GCM (or from a CTM driven by the output from a GCM) have high spatial

resolution and consistant dynamical fields, but the dynamical fields may exhibit biases

relative to observations. Interannual variability is ignored when only a single year's

GCM output is utilized. Tracers from a CTM driven by assimilated winds have high

resolution and realistic seasonal and interannual variations. Combining the observations

with a general circulation model produces realistic temperature and horizontal winds,

but derived fields such as the residual circulation may not be internally consistant with

the heating rates. In this paper, we will analyze chemical tracer distributions from all

the three categories and compare them among each other, especially between model and

measurements. We focus on the seasonal variation of mixing and transport efficiency

in the extratropical lower stratosphere diagnosed from the equivalent length of inert

tracers, and the formation and destruction of the polar vortices. A subset experiment

of advecting artificial passive tracer on isentropic surfaces is also conducted. These

diagnostics are utilized to provide a quantitative evaluation of model performances.
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Section 2 describesbriefly the basic idea of MLM, including tile definition of

equivalent length. In section3, MLM analysisof UARS CLAES measurementsare

revisited with the help of time seriesof equivalent length. We also comparethe

equivalentlength calculation from CLAES measurementof N20 and CH4. Though this

satellite data set has limited spatial resolution and incomplete spatial and temporal

coverage, the CLAES provides the most complete global tracer measurements available

so far and we will use it as a standard for our model inter-comparisons. The equivalent

length of N20 from the CTM driven by GEOS DAS winds are analyzed and compared

with that from CLAES N20 in section 4. MACCM2 and SKYHI results are presented

in section 5. Section 6 continues to analyze GSFC assimilation with an artificial tracer

advection, cross inspection of this two dimensional result with three dimensional result

of section 3 provides more insight to the model performance. A summary of this work is

presented in the last section.

2. Equivalent length diagnostics

In the MLM view of long-lived tracer distributions, the three dimensional tracer

field is decomposed onto isentropie layers. On each isentrope, the area enclosed by tracer

contours replaces the geographic latitude as the new meridional coordinate. Tracer

contours enclosing tile same area can have different shapes, and therefore different

contour length. Given the area, the length of a tracer contour cannot be shorter than the

perimeter of a perfect circle on the isentrope, but there is no upper limit to tile possible

length that a tracer contour can have. This is described by the fractal dimension of the
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contour line. The equivalent length L_ is thus defined to reflect this behavior:

L2e(A,t)_ l, ql (
\_-_] (1)

where q is the concentration of a tracer, A is the area occupied by all tracer with

concentration less (or greater, depending on the tracer's pole-to-equator trend) than or

equal to q, and ( • ) is defined as the average of any scalar around the tracer contour.

The areal gradient Oq/OA measures mixedness of the tracer, and vanishes in a perfectly

homogeneous state.

Tile relationship between L¢ and the horizontal diffusivity can be appreciated by

the following two dimensional advection diffusion equation in the area coordinate on an

isentrope [Nakarnura, 1998]:

c9 4 O (DL2e Cgq)-_ q (, , t) = -_ -_ (2)

where D is the constant microscale diffusion coefficient. It is clear that tile stretching or

shrinking of L_ measures the efficiency of cross-mass transport of tracer.

In equation (2), the diffusion is proportional to L_, which in effect is tile square of

the normalized tracer contour length (see Nakamura, [1998] for a detailed discussion).

The area coordinate can be transformed to an equivalent latitude 6e = s in-1 (1 -A/27ra 2)

(a is Earth's radius) to facilitate the comparison with geographical latitude, and the L_

can be replaced with a non-dimensional number,
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= L /Lo, (3)

where L0(Oe) = 27ra cos Ce, is the length of a perfect circle on tile isentrope that encloses

the same amount of area as L_ does. In the following discussion, we will extensively

employ he and _ to diagnose mixing and transport properties of the stratosphere.

3. UARS CLAES measurements

In this paper we use the version 9 data of the CLAES trace constituents.

Version 7 data was used in the previous MLM analysis of CLAES N20 by NM97,

and the differences between the two versions are minor. For a description of the

CLAES experiment, see Roche et al. [1993]. In this section we summarize the overall

characteristics of MLM analysis, with an emphasis on the time series of _ on different

isentropes. Some of the observations made in NM97 are reiterated here.

3.1. CLAES N20 diagnostic

Stratospheric long-lived tracers, such as N20 and CH4, have monotonic zonal mean

isentropic distribution from equator to both poles, therefore they can be mapped into

the ¢e space in each hemisphere. However the local extremum in the tropics creates

a difficulty in constructing a global Ce coordinate for such long-lived tracers. Inspired

by the down-gradient diffusive flux of tracers, Ma [1999] used an expedient way to

patch together Ce from two separate hemispheres into a continuous one by assuming

the equivalent equator as the water dividing line on the three dimensional topography



formedby tracer isosurfaces.Under manysituations, this hasproven to bea better way

to find the equivalentequator, though it shouldnot be taken asa unique definition of

hemisphericboundary. In this work, we usethis method to construct global MLM maps

for both N20 and CH4.

In NM97 stratosphere mixing was investigated by examining potential temperature-

equivalent latitude (0 - ¢_) cross section of _ for given dates (see Plates 2 and 3 of

NM97; see also Plate 3 below). Here we focus on the temporal evolution of _ on

isentropic surfaces. We choose three isentropic surfaces of 600K, 800K, and 1000K for

our model measurement comparison, and 800K is emphasized for the sake of space limit.

The following observations are made out of careful examination of these two kinds of

plots. Unless otherwise stated, _ is calculated from N20.

Plate 1 shows the evolution of _ on the 600, 800, and 1000K surfaces. Also shown

is the zonal-mean zonal wind from tile National Center for Environmental Prediction

(NCEP) reanalyses [Kalnay et al., 1996] to help understand the relationship between

the mixing and the wind structure (note that the vertical coordinate in Plate 1 is _Se for

and geographic latitude for winds).

In both summer hemispheres there is a single stepwise structure, with a subtropical

area of low { and high { throughout the rest of mid to high latitudes (see also Plate

2a, 3a, 4d, and 5d of NM97). During the fall, the subtropical region of low { is still

present but shrinks a little bit towards equivalent equator, and the same time another

patch of low c starts to develop in the high latitudes. The low { in the high latitudes

becomes well-developed in the winter and corresponds to the edge of winter polar
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vortices (comparewith strong zonal winds). Meanwhile, the subtropical areaof low

reducesto its minimal valueand a well-containedareaof high _ sandwitchedby the two

minima correspondsto tile surf zone[Maid,tyre and Palmer 1984]. In spring, both tile

subtropical region of low _ and high latitude region of low _ begin to move polarwards,

until the high latitude low _ completely disappears along with the polar night jet and

the hemispheric distribution of _ returns to the summer single stepwise structure.

Taking the low value of _ as indication of isentropic transport barrier [Nakarnura 1996],

the above-mentioned seasonal variation of _ shows a wide perennial barrier zone in the

tropics with seasonal varying meridional width (which is consistent with Plumb's [1996]

"tropical pipe" model) and a winter polar barrier alternating at each hemisphere.

Plate 1 also shows large effective diffusivity in the summer extratropics, especially

in the lower stratosphere. While the _ in the northern summer is modestly high (_ _ 1.5

on 600K), the southern hemispheric _ has a distinct maximum during summer season

(_ ,--, 2.2+ on 600K), comparing with _ ,_ 1.6 (southern winter surf zone) and 2.4

(northern winter surf zone). If the large amplitude of _ in January/February 1992 is

suspicious of contamination caused by the Pinatubo eruption (see discussion below),

the southern hemispheric _ in January/February 1993 still shows a not jcable maximum,

even larger then the value of _ of the surf zone in July/August 1992. The high effective

diffusivity in the summer extratropical stratosphere is also diagnosed by others in the

lower to middle stratosphere, for example, Allen and Nakamura [2001] Haynes and

Shuckbttrgh [2000a, 2000b].

Plate 1 also reveals several interesting features regarding the Arctic and Antarctic
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polar vortices. First the vertical variation of the formation/decay differs between

hemispheres.During both the formation and decaystageof the Antarctic polar vortex,

the edgeof tile polar vortex (as indicated by the dark blue track in the high latitudes)

appearsand disappearsfrom the top down. This is in accordancewith the earlier

appearanceof the polar night jet in the upper stratosphere(seethe overlaidzonal mean

zonalwind in Plate 1). The thick purple lines in Plate 2 show{ from UARS N20 on 6

isentropicsurfacesfor June 17and November8 1992. _ on June 17 1992(left panel)

illustrates the earlier formation of Antarctic polar vortex (the vortex edgedenotedby

low { already approachesCe= -50° on 1000K, while on lower levels its presencelags

towards the pole, and oil 500K, it is still not yet formed), while { on November8 1992

(right panel) showsa similar gradual decayof Antarctic polar vortex with the altitude.

In November,the vortex edgeis around Ce= -70° at 500K, and retreats towards the

pole with increasingaltitude). Waugh and Randel [1999] illustrated the same top-down

structure of Antarctic polar vortex using elliptical diagnostics. This top-down formation

and decay of polar vortex is not at all clear for the northern hemisphere. This might

have something to do with the dynamically active nature of norther polar vortex.

A second feature is the area of the polar vortices. Plate 1 shows that the Antarctic

polar vortex extends further equatorward than the Arctic polar vortex during their

mature stage. For example, at 1000 K, the Antarctic polar vortex extends beyond

_¢ = -50 ° in August, while the Arctic polar vortex is well within polarward of ¢_ = 55 °

throughout its lifetime.

Plate 1 also implies different origins for polar barriers in the upper and lower
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stratosphere,especially in the southern hemisphere. For example,at 600 K, the

Antarctic polar barrier first appearsin the polar region, then it movesequatorwardto

Ce= -45° in late June, and then moves back towards the pole during September, and

finally disappears by the end of November. On this isentropic surface, the polar barrier

is surrounded by a mixing zone during its entire lifetime. At higher isentropic surfaces,

not only does the Antarctic polar barrier form and end earlier (as discussed above),

but the mid-latitude mixing zone seems to be interrupted from April to June by a

second transport barrier originating in the subtropics. Such interruption is clear on the

1000K surface, even with the missing May observation. It is not as clear on tile 800K

surface. The 600K shows a continuous Antarctic polar barrier from April to June, and

the continuation is clearly interrupted on the 1000K, the ambiguous 800K observation

seems to fit in the picture that there is a transition from the sole origin of polar barrier

at the lower stratosphere to a duel origins at higher stratosphere.

3.2. CLAES CH4- N20 comparison

CLAES also measured methane (CH4), which like N20 is a long-lived tracer with

tropospheric source and stratospheric sink. We now examine the sensitivity of the c

calculation to the long-lived tracer used.

Plate 3 shows _ calculated from N20 and CH4 for two periods exactly a year apart

(January 25-27, 1992 and 1993). While there is good agreement for 1993 between _ from

CH_ and N20, there are notable differences at altitude and low latitudes in 1992.

This can be clearly seen in Figure 1, which shows the mean difference between
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calculated from N20 and CH4. Generally tile mean deviation is under 1 with the

exception being the early period where large difference are found (particularly at 600K).

The large difference at 600K decreases steadily with time in the initial one year period.

It is not clear whether this is due to instrument performance or the presence of the

sulfate layer due to Mount Pinatubo eruption. The reduced amplitude of the mean

deviation with time and altitude seems to favor the volcano contamination assumption.

Roche et al. [1996] pointed out the possible influence of a sulfate layer to the CLAES

measurements in his validation of CLAES N20 and CH4. He concluded that CLAES

CH4 has a larger random error than CLAES N20 in the lower stratosphere.

The small overall difference between _ obtained from two different CLAES long-lived

tracer measurement, after the first 100 days, adds to our confidence of utilizing the

CLAES N20's _ as the standard for the following model measurement comparison.

Note, we also compared the simulated N20 and CH4 from the models cited below, and

the general difference between the two is even smaller than what is observed by CLAES.

For example, the mean deviation between _ calculated from N20 and CH4 of GSFC

1998/99 run (not shown) is generally less than 0.2, 0.2, and 0.1 on 600K, 800K, and

1000K respectively.

3.3. Seasonal variability

UARS CLAES measurements lasted from October 1991 to May 1993. This period

includes two southern hemisphere summers and two northern hemisphere winters, and

so CLAES measurements can be used in some degree to analyze interannual variability
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of mixing and transport propertiesin the stratosphere.Plate 1 suggestslarger seasonal

variability of _ on the lower isentropic surfacesand in the southern hemisphere.

However,we needto keepin mind of the Mount Pinatubo eruption in late 1991and the

large CH4 - N20 difference in the initial part of the record on 600K (Figure 1).

We first consider variability at each individual isentropic surfaces. The largest

interannual variability is found on the 600K isentropic surface. The _ maximum for the

southern hemisphere from November to March has a larger peak value and broader area

in 1992 than 1993. This interannual variability is also found on the 800K isentropic

surface but with a less amplitude. Besides this, the northern hemisphere surf zone

(December) shows a larger _ in 92/93 than 91/92 on the 800K isentropic surface. On

the 1000K isentropic surface, the amplitude of interannual variability is small for both

northern and southern hemispheres.

The { distribution fiom late 1992 to early 1993 for the northern hemisphere has

nearly identical structure as that of the previous year, even with the similar minor

warming effects. The small interruption of { minimum around the Arctic polar region at

January 1992 (800K and 1000K) and March 1993 are identified as minor stratospheric

warmings [Manney et al. 1993, Kumer et al., 1995]. The only noticeable interannual

variability for northern hemisphere is perhaps on the 800K surface around March.

appears to have a larger maximum around ¢c = 50 ° during March 1993 than occurs

during March 1992. Considering the dynamically active northern hemisphere, the lack of

strong variability between winters may be surprising. However, this lack of interannual

variability, is consistant with the previous analysis by Zurck et al. [1996]. Zurek et al.
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showedthat the minimum vortex temperatureand tile isolation of Arctic polar vortex

at 450K revealedsimilarity betweenthe 91/92 and 92/93 winters.

There is also someinterannual variability in the vertical structure of the _. In

January and February 1992,_ decreaseswith height in both the southern hemisphere

(summer) and tile northern hemispheresurf zone. Whereasin January and February

1993,_ increaseswith height in the southern hemisphereand _ in the northern

hemispheresurf zonedecreaseslessrapidly with height. This differencein the vertical

structure in the southernhemispherecanbe seenin Plate 3.

The changesin vertical structure are due mainly to changesin the lower

stratosphere,and this raisesagain the issueof possiblecontamination of the data

by Mount Pinatubo volcano. In particular, the vertical decreaseof the strong _ in

January and February 1992coincideswith tile fading effect of volcanoeffect, and we

wonderwhether the vertical decreasingtrend of _ is entirely a consequenceof volcano

eruption. However,Allen and Nakamura, [2001] compiled a 7-year (1992-1998) seasonal

climatoloD; of effective horizontal diffusivity for the stratosphere. Their result suggests

a very large { at lower stratosphere for the January, and it decreases sharply with

altitude. This seems to suggest our January and February 1992 calculation is more

in line with tile climatology than our January and February 1993 calculation. At

this moment, we still leave the question open as to how much the volcano affects tile

CLAES N20 measurement, and thus the _ calculation based on this measurement.

With this uncertainty in mind, we choose 800K isentropie surface as our base surface for

model-data comparison base to leviate any volcanic effect.
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4. GSFC 3D chemical transport model

4.1. Model description

We consider now N20 simulated by the GSFC 3D CTM [Douglass and Kawa,

1999]. This off-line CTM is driven by winds and temperatures from the Goddard Earth

Observing System Data Assimilation System (GEOS DAS). Winds and temperature are

updated every 6 hours using instantaneous output from the assimilation system. The

horizontal resolution of the assimilation winds and temperatures is 2 ° latitude by 2.5 °

longitude. The assimilated wind fields are interpolated to the 25 vertical levels between

the surface and 1 hPa. The spacing is about 1.5 km up to 20 km and increases to about

4 km above 30 km. There is no explicit sub-grid scale parameterization for mixing in

the stratosphere or troposphere. The 1997/98 similation is driven by "ST1RAT" winds

from the GEOS 1 assimilation from 18 March 1997 to 31 March 1998. The 1998/99

similation is run with "TRMM" winds from the GEOS 2 for the period 7 October 1998

to 19 December 1999 [Douglass and Kawa, 1999]. The tracer data from CTM output

are sampled once every day.

4.2. Equivalent length diagnostic

Plate 4 shows maps of _ on 800K isentropic surface for N20 from GSFC 3D CTM

runs of (a) 1997/98 and (b) 1998/99. The two experiments are aligned with the same

season to facilitate the comparison. The corresponding zonal-mean zonal winds flom

GEOS DAS are overlaid on the plots.
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Comparisonof Plate 4 with Plate 1 revealsthat many features in the CLAES

that arecaptured by both model runs. Theseinclude the developmentof polar barrier

in the autumn and its decayin late winter and early spring (dark blue colors in Plate 4),

large{ in the mid-latitude surf zoneaswell as inside the Antarctic polar vortex, and the

gradual expansionof surf zone{ maximum to cover the entire (summer) extratropics.

The polar barriers first appear in the mid-latitudes during autumn, grow in strength,

and then in spring the barriers decay'and movetowardsthe poles.

There arealso areasof consistant disagreementbetweenCLAES N20 and the two

GSFC CTM runs. First, the rates at which the Antarctic polar barrier expandsand

shrinks are too small for both GSFCsimulations. In the simulations the barrier stays

at moreor lessthe same_e from late April to early Novemberwhereasthe CLAES

observationsshowthat the area enclosedby the Antarctic barrier growsfrom April to a

maximum in August (whenit is nearly doubledits size in April), and then shrink back

to the original sizein Novemberand finally disappears.

Another differencebetweenboth GSFCruns and CLAES N20 observations is the

strength of the Arctic polar barriers. In both GSFC runs these barriers are not as clear

and systematic as in _ map from CLAES N20. This is related to the sudden warming

events that occured in the winters of 1997/98 and 1998/99. These warming events and

other interannual variability will be discussed in the following subsection.
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4.3. Interannual variability

The two runs of GSFC CTM cover more than two years and some interannual

variation can be observed. Unfortunately, the two GSFC runs were advected by the

different assimilation wind systems (the wind field for 1997/98 run is on 37 vertical

hybrid pressure levels with six sigma levels at the bottom, while the wind field for

1998/99 run is on 70 terrain-following sigma levels), and some of year-to-year variations

may be due to changes in the assimilation system. However, this system-generated

variability is likely to be small, and with the help of other observations, we will try to

determine the real interannual variability from the two simulations.

The 1998/99 simulation captures the different timing in the destruction of Antarctic

polar vortex along the vertical direction. A more detailed comparison between CLAES

and among other models is shown in Plate 2. The thin green curve represents the

1998/99 run of GSFC aD CTM, the thin blue curve represents the 1997/98 run, and

the thick purple one the CLAES. During November 1998, the Antarctic vortex edge

is located around ¢_ = -60 ° on 500K isentrope, while the higher it goes, the closer

it is towards the pole, for example, on 1000K, it is at about _ = -75 °. This is the

only case in our selected models that tile top-down destruction of polar vortex is

simulated. None of the models exhibit the same phase lag in the vortex forming stage.

Please note that GSFC 1998/99 run sampled two different Antarctic vortex cycles. The

formation of another Antarctic polar vortex in the 1998/99 run and both formation and

destruction of Antarctic polar vortex in the 1997/98 run do not show such a structure,
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asdemonstratedclearly in Plate 2.

The most drastic eventduring 1997-1999is perhaps tile major suddenwarming

event in December1998. It was the first major warming in nearly 8 years,and the

secondmajor warming observedbeforethe end of December[Manney et al. 1999]. It

can be identified as a sudden increase of { poleward of ¢e = 60 ° in Plate 4. The high

values of { start in mid-December, closely follows the reverse of the polar night jet, and

last for less than a month and penetrates all three isentropic surfaces we sampled (600K

and 1000K not shown). Low values of { at high latitudes resume in January, when the

polar night jet recovers fi'om the warming. There is another warming later in February

1999, as evident from the overlaid zonal wind field. This second warming only causes a

modest increase of { on 600K (not shown) and 800K.

The 1997/98 winter is rather disturbed and has a weak polar night jet, as evident

from the overlaid zonal mean wind. This is reflected in the frequently interrupted

minimum (Plate 4a). In fact, there is not a clear _ minimum track for the 1997/98

Arctic polar vortex.

There is an obvious difference of { behavior during the two northern hemisphere

summers. The 1997/98 run has mid-latitude minimum from early June to late August,

with the minimum { sitting around 45°N, while the 1998/99 run has mid-latitude

maximum in early June, with the high values of { sitting around 60°N. This contrast

appears on 600K, 800K, and 1000K (only 800K plotted here). In section 5, we will

revisit this difference with the help of artificial tracer runs.
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5. GCMs: MACCM2 and SKYHI models

5.1. Model descriptions

In this section, we further our model measurement comparison by including tracer

output from two GCMs: the NCAR Middle Atmosphere version of Climate Community

Model (MACCM2) [Boville 1995] and Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL)

"SKYHI" model [Mahlman and Umscheid 1987]. The N20 from SKYHI is generated

online with GCM, while the N20 from MACCM2 is a product of offiine CTM that is

passively advected by the wind field from the GCI_I [Waugh et al. 1997]. The MACCM2

simulation has T42 horizontal resolution (64×64 longitude by latitude points), and there

are 44 vertical levels from the surface to p_0.01 hPa (80kin), of which 28 are at fixed

pressure levels above 16 km. The SKYHI model used here has a horizontal resolution

of 1° × 1.2 ° latitude by longitude (Ng0), and 40 levels in the vertical direction. It also

used a hybrid vertical coordinate, which is terrain following near the ground, merging

into pure isobaric coordinates above 321 mb. The lowest full model is at roughly 80 m

above the ground, the vertical spacing gradually increases with height and is roughly 2

km through most of the stratosphere [Hamilton et al. 1995].

Plates 5a and b show _ from N_O on the 800K surface from MACCM2 and SKYHI,

respectively. They are also overlaid with corresponding zonal-mean zonal winds.

Because of the high resolution of SKYHI data (300 × 180 longitude by latitude), the

for SKYHI has a higher value, we choose to represent it in a different color scheme to

highlight its ( structure (see NM for discussion of effect of data resolution on _). The
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discontinuity in the _ distribution in the early June is due to the fact that the SKYHI

simulation starts from early June and endsat early June. We have plotted the data

from January 1 to December31 to facilitate comparisonbetweenmodels.

As with the GSFCruns, the _ from both GCMs exhibit many common features

with _ from CLAES N20 calculation. They both havea strong polar barrier enclosed

by high _. The polar barrier developsin autumn, growswith time and decaysin late

winter/early spring (northern hemisphere)or early summer (southern hemisphere).

Prior to the formation of Antarctic polar barrier, there is a _ maximum around tile same

Cedomain in both simulations. In fact, if we folldw the track of both the _ maximum

and mininmm (red and blue tracks) on Plates 1 and 5, they swing back and forth with

time in a very similar fashion along tile Ce. This attests to the validity of the core

dynamicsof theseGCM models. They generatethe right seasonalcyclenot only in the

senseof zonal meanwind, but in the mixing properties (e.g. the migration of mixing

and barrier zonesdiagnosedfrom _).

There are,however,differencesbetween_ from the two GCMs and _ from CLAES

N20 and they arediscussedin the following two subsections.

5.2. MACCM2

Apart from the general agreement with CLAES N20 calculation, the N.)O

calculation from MACCM2 shows that Antarctic polar barrier has dual origins during

May, which is only suggested from CLAES N20 _ on 800K.

An obvious disagreement between MACCM2 and CLAES calculation is the lack of
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a ( maximum inside the Antarctic polar vortex. Although this maximum is small in

area,it is quite obviousin _ derived from CLAES data. The superimposedzonal mean

wind indicate that the MACCM2 Antarctic polar night jet is too strong (the strongest

amongmodelsand observationspresentedin this work), and this strong jet might create

a wide vortex edgezonecoversthe entire polar region. We know the vortex edgetends

to havesmall ( and thus acts asan isentropic transport barrier. Here the enlargedarea

of low _-coincident with a strong polar night jet seemsto indicate that the area which

is usually consideredto be vortex edgeis enlargedby the strong jet, and therefore

producesa wider zoneof _ minimum that leavesahnost no room for high valuesof

to developinside the polar vortex. However,the strong polar night jet can not be the

necessarycausefor the absenceof high ( insidepolar vortices. As discussedin the next

subsection,SKYHI N20 showshigh ( inside both polar vortices though its polar night

jets are alsostrong.

Another area of disagreementwith CLAES is the formation/destruction of the

vortex: as evident from Plate 2, the MACCM2 simulation does not generatethe

observedtop-down formation and destruction of Antarctic polar vortex.

5.3. SKYHI model

Similar to CLAES N20 diagnostic, the SKYHI N20 calculation shows a strong

maximum inside Antarctic polar vortex, it also has _ maximum inside Arctic polar

vortex. Comparing to MACCM2 winds, the polar night jets for both hemispheres are

smaller for SKYHI simulation, though it is still much stronger than the NCEP and
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GSFC assimilated winds. Both the MACCM2 and SKYHI runs have strong polar night

jets, but have different { structure inside the Antarctic polar vortex. It seems to indicate

something else other than the magnitude of wind field is important in determining the

effective diffusivity inside polar vortices. It might indicate some inherent difference

in the dynamics inside the polar vortices, however, we cannot draw any definitive

conclusions at this stage regarding to this feature.

The track of the { minimum along the Arctic polar vortex edge in both GCMs is

more systematic than the CLAES and the GSFC simulations, suggesting more stable

Arctic polar vortices in the two GCMs. This can be verified by the comparison of winds

from the GCM winds (Plate 5), and the NCEP (Plate 1) and GEOS DAO assimilated

winds (Plate 4).

6. Artificial tracer experiments

By comparing _ from different models, we have gained helpful insight into the

model performance. Because _ is a diagnosed parameter, while it reflects the dynamics

of the background flow, it certainly takes in some other effects, such as chemical sources

and sinks. Being long-lived tracers, we expect such influence is small for both N20 and

CH4. In the following experiment, following Haynes and Shuckburgh [2000a, 2000b] and

Allen and Nakamura [2001] we advect an artificial tracer with GSFC assimilated wind

fields and compare the _ thus obtained with the one calculated from the similated N20.

The artificial tracer experiment has some advantages over the chemical tracers in the

calculation of (. First we can construct an artificial tracer with a global pole-to-pole
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monotonicdistribution trend, and thus avoid the trouble of finding equivalentequator

and validate the equivalent length diagnostic in the tropics. Second,even a good

chemicalinert tracer, suchasN20 becomeschemicallyactive in the upper stratosphere

and therefore losesits potential asa passivetracer. While an artificial tracer can serve

our needsof diagnosingthe dynamicswithout worrying about chemistry throughout the

vertical domain of the stratosphere.

The differencebetweenthe _ calculationsfor the samewind fieldswill help diagnose

the relative sensitivity of the _ to the backgrounddynamicsand specifictracer usedto

get the _, and thereforemore insight will begained on the subject of modelcomparison.

We use the samefinite volume advection schemethat was usedby Allen and

Nakamura [2001]. The tracer is advected on a sphere with a high-resolustion finite

volume scheme that incorporates the van Leer flux limiter. In our study, we use 20480

triangles to cover the whole sphere, which has a corresponding mean node-to-node

separation of 240 km (see Allen and Nakamura [2001] for details). The triangular grid

eliminates pole problems introduced by models with equally spaced latitude/longitude

grids. Comparing to the spectral transform scheme, the van Leer scheme is much more

efficient in terms of CPU time.

Plate 6 displays the _ calculated from an artificial tracer initialized as a sine

function of geographic latitude. The tracer is advected with the same GEOS DAS

winds that drives the (a) 1997/98 and (b) 1998/99 3D CTM runs. The results for the

first month should be disregarded (see [Allen and Nakarnura, 2001] and [Haynes and

Shuckburgh, 2000] for discussion on initialization).
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The generalstructure of tile two setsof artificial tracer _ distribution is very similar.

Note that the artificial tracer is sampledon a higher resolution than the CTM N20, and

aswe mentionedabove,this results in a slightly higher overall _. We compensatethis

differenceby usinga slightly different color schemein Plate 6.

Howeverthere are somenotable differences.The most prominent one is in the

northern summer. The _ from the artificial tracer haveobviousminimum in the middle

latitudes during northern summer. In 1999,this _ minimum extendsthe wholenorthern

hemispherefrom the middle of the June till the end of tile August, while in 1997,there

are two distinct minima in _, onecenteredaround Ce= 20° and the other in the polar

region, with a narrow region of slightly high _ separating the two minima. For tile CTM

N20 calculation, a _ maximum develops during tile 1999 northern hemisphere summer,

and occupies the whole northern hemisphere. In the 1997 summer, the _ has a polar

maximum plus a mid-latitude minimum. Therefore the difference between N20 based

and artificial tracer based _ is larger in the 1999 summer, of which it occurs in tile whole

northern hemisphere, and smaller in the 1997 summer, of which it occurs poleward of

Ce = 70 °.

Another difference between Plate 4 and Plate 6 is inside the Antarctic polar vortex.

The N20 calculation shows high (, while the artificial tracer calculation has no such

maximum inside the Antarctic polar vortex.

The 1997/98 simulation of N20 resembles the CLAES N_O calculation in that it

has a ( maximum inside the Antarctic polar vortex and a ( maximum poleward of

Ce = 70°N plus a ( minimum equatorward. Both GCM simulations of N20 in MACCM2
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and SKYHI reproducethis pattern of _ in the northern hemisphere.

Haynes and Shuckburgh [2000a] performed similar experiments with artificial

tracers, and their calculations on 450K and above produced an _ minimum in the

northern summer, as found in our artificial tracer run. Allen and Nakamura [2001] did

similar advection experiments using 7 years of wind and expanded vertical coverage to

tile 1900K isentropic surfaces. Their 7-year climatology of _ on 850K and above also

produced minimum in the northern summer.

Because results from our artificial tracer simulation are similar to the results

produced by Allen and Nakamura [2001] and Haynes and Shuckburgh [2000a, b], and

our CTM N20 analysis is similar to the CLAES N2O diagnostic, we infer that the

common difference observed between artificial tracer based _ and N20 based _ reflects

an inherent difference between the two sets of _ diagnostics. There are three inherent

differences between them. First, one set of experiments is done for artificial tracers, in

other words, no chemicial sources and sinks. On the other hand, the other set of results

is obtained from the analysis of N20. As we already stated, though it's a good chemical

tracer, some sources and sinks might introduce some chemical effect in the _ calculation.

The second differences between the two sets of experiments is the way the advection

is implemented. The artificial tracer experiments are all done on a two dimensional

isentropic surface, while all the N20 calculations (both CLAES observation and model

simulations) are advected by three dimensional wind fields. This means the diabatic

movement might introduce the differences we saw here. Third, the vertical diffusion

introduced by the vertical N20 gradient might account for some of the difference. The
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artificial tracer experimentsdon't havethis in consideration.

Of all the threepossiblemechanisms,wewant to emphasizethe diabatic movement,

which is simulated in the N20 experiment but not in the artificial tracer run. \'_k_

speculatethat largediabatic descentinside the Antarctic polar vortex contributes to the

large{ observedboth in CLAES and GSFC and SKYHI N20. BecauseN20 is a fairly

good inert tracer around 800K, the most likely sourcefor suchdifferenceshould come

from the different dimensionsemployedin the two sets of experiments. The southern

polar vortex is characterizedby strong polar night descent,while it is not uncommon

to observetracer of mesosphericorigin in the lower stratosphere. This large diabatic

descentfor chemical tracers is equivalent to a large isentropiesourcesor sinks for two

dimensionaltracer simulations, suchas the artificial tracer experimentswe described

here.This large sourceand sink term will definitely affect the _ calculation, though the

degreeof the influencedependson the vertical tracer gradient.

The northern hemispheresummerdoesnot have a strong diabatic descent,yet

it showsdifferencebetweenN20 and artificial tracer. Though there is no systematic

diabatie descent(or ascent)during summer. There might be diabatic fluctuation

causedby somewaveactivity. Sucha speculation is not without ground, as there is

observationalevidenceof waveactivity in the summer (e.g. Wagner and Bowman

[2000], Hoppel et al [2001]. More experiments are needed to clarify the mechanism for

the differences we observed here.

We also note a possible link between the MACCM2 run and the 2D experiments.

Both shows no sign of high { inside polar vortices, though observed elsewhere. Because
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tile 2D experimentsdo not havea strong polar night jet asthe MACCM2 experiment

does,it suggeststhe different simulation of diabatic movementin the MACCM2 and

SKYHI might causetile different_ behavior inside the polar vortices.

7. Summary

In this study, we have performed a model-measurement comparison based on the

seasonal distribution of the equivalent length (_) diagnostic. This diagnostic provides a

way to quantify mixing in the stratosphere from the distribution of long-lived tracers.

With the aid of this tool, we have conducted a comparison study between satellite

measurements and CTMs driven by assimilated and GCM winds.

We choose N20 measurements from UARS CLAES as our comparison benchmark,

because it has a long chemical lifetime ill the lower stratosphere and CLAES

measurement is the best global measurement of long-lived tracers available today. A

detailed analysis of { from CLAES N20 reveals many mixing and transport properties.

An inter-comparison of these results with CH4, another long-lived tracer measured by

CLAES, adds to our confidence of using it against model output.

In tile _ analysis of CLAES N20, the evolution of polar vortex edge and surf

zone is captured in details. The annual appearance of polar vortex in high latitudes is

illustrated by the strip of _- minimum on the _ map. The origin of polar vortex traced

by tile ( minimum is from polar region in the lower stratosphere and from subtropics in

the middle stratosphere. The different timing in the formation and decay of Antarctic

polar vortex along the vertical direction is also illustrated clearly on the _ calculation
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on 5 different,isentropicsurfaces.High diffusivity found in the summerhemisphereis

puzzling,becauseit is morediffusivethan the winter surf zone,which hasa strong wave

breakingasa stirring agent.This diagnosticis nonthelesssupportedby both Haynes and

Schuckburgh [2000a, 2000b] and Allen and Nakamura [2001]. It is also reflected partially

or entirely in most model outputs of this work. Some alternative mechanism other than

the large scale wave breaking for the high diffusivity in the summer stratosphere is

proposed.

The GSFC CTM runs driven by assimilated winds provide many details on

structures of mixing and barrier zone, many features agrees with the CLAES N20

results. It also clearly identifies sudden warming events and discriminates weak polar

barriers from strong polar barriers. In both GSFC CTM runs, the rate at which the

Antarctic polar vortex expands and shrinks is too small comparing to the CLAES

diagnostic. This lack of meridional movement of polar vortex edge is likely associated

with a too strong Antarctic polar night jet in both experiments. The less systematic

Arctic polar barriers in both runs comparing to CLAES N20's are due to the sudden

warming events, which occured in 1997/98 and 1998/99. A major difference between

the two GSFC CTM runs is the absence of summer high value of _ in 1997/98 run and

presence of it in 1998/99 run. It is not clear at this point whether this is due to the

difference in the assimilated wind fields used for the two runs (which comes from the

slightly different assimilation systems), or true interannual variability.

The ability of simulating the top-down destruction of Antarctic polar vortex, as

seen in the CLAES N20, makes the 1998/99 run of GSFC CTM outstanding among the
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models. The identification of minimal _ distribution in the southernhemispherealong5

different isentropesclearly illustrates the different timing of the decayof Antarctic polar

vortex along the vertical direction.

The GCM wind driven CTM runs also capture all the major structures of

extratropical mixing and barrier zone.However,the two CTMs differs significantly with

eachother and with CLAES N20 inside the Antarctic polar vortex. CLAES N20 shows

signsof moderatehigh valueof _ insideof Antarctic polar vortex. The MACCM2 runs

hasno such featurewith _ minimum prevailing throughout the Antarctic polar vortex,

while the SKYHI runs hasa very strong _ inside the Antarctic polar vortex. Both runs

havestrong polar night jet, further investigation is neededto find out the exact cause

for this different behaviorfor the two GCMs.

Experiments with aritficial tracer advectionon isentropicsurfacesprovide extra

information about the GSFCCTMs when combined with the _ obtained from three

dimensionsimulation of N20. With the samewind field but a perfectconservedartificial

tracer, the 2D isentropicadvectionexperimentgenerates_ distribution very similar to

the one from N20. The interesting part comesfrom the differencebetweenthe two.

Suchdifferencesincludesthe lack of high _ inside both Antarctic and Arctic polar

vortices, and lack of summerhigh value of _ in the northern summer in the 1997/98

run. Three possiblemechanismsare proposedfor the difference. A special attention is

given to the diabatic movementthat is absentin the 2D experimentbut presentin the

3D CTM. Further investigations,including a 3D advectionof artificial tracer will help

to diagnosethe mechanismbehind the differencesseenhere,and might be able to shed
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light on the puzzling summer high _ observed here in most of our diagnostics.
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Plate 1. Time series of equivalent length obtained on (a) 1000K, (b) 800K, and (c)

600K isentropes for CLAES N20. Zonal mean of NCEP/NCAR reanalysis wind is su-

perimposed on the plot in gray.

Plate 2. Equivalent length distributions on five isentropic surfaces, 500K, 600K, 700K,

800K, 900K, and 1000K, for N_O of CLAES (thick purple line), MACCM2 (thin red line),

GSFC 3D CTM 97/98 run (thin blue line), and 98/99 run (thin green line) in June (left

column) and November (right colunm). Both CLAES and GSFC entries are averaged

ox_r 10 days, the MACCM2 entry is averaged over 15 days. The date shown on top of

each column represents the median date of sampled period for each dataset.

Plate 3. Potential temperature and equivalent latitude cross section of CLAES N20

and CH4. (a) rm.'_½0 during January 25-27, 1992, (b) N20 during January 25-27, 1993,

(C) CH4 during January 25-27, 1992, (d) CH4 during January 25-27, 1993.

Plate 4. Time series of equivalent length obtained on 800K isentropes for N20 from (a)

97/98 and (b) 98/99 run of GSFC CTM. Zonal mean of the corresponding assimilated

wind is superimposed on the plot in white.

Plate 5. Time series of equivalent length obtained on 800K for N20 from (a) MACCM2

CTM and (b) GFDL SKYHI CTM. Corresponding zonal mean wind is superimposed on

each map in white. Note that the color scheme for SKYHI calculation is different from

the other two experiments.
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Figure 1. Mean deviation of equivalent length differencebetweenCLAES N20 and

CH4 (it is obtained by first subtracting CH4 based equivalent length from N20 based

equivalent length and then taking mean value out of it).

Plate 6. Time series of equivalent length obtained on 800K isentropes for artifical

tracer (of the function of sin ¢, ¢ is the geographic latitude) advected by the GEOS DAS

wind field of (a) 97/98 run and (b) 98/99 run. Zonal mean of the assimilated wind is

superimposed on the plot in white.
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